Data Exchange Pilot

June’s Activities

During June, the project team worked on finalizing the Architectural Solution and Technical Requirements Document and on the Pilot Specification creation. The following major activities occurred in June.

- Technical Meetings – Architectural Discussions;
- Creation of formal pilot scope document based on the following five exchanges agreed upon by the Pilot Counties for the Data Exchange Pilot:
  - Bind case over (MDJ binds case over to Court of Common Pleas)
  - Provide Parole decision
  - Report Probation Sentence
  - Inform that subject’s non-compliance resulted in sentence modification
  - Inform that subject’s sentence is modified

Activities Planned for July

Major activities planned in July for the Data Exchange project include Pilot Specification creation and initial testing at CCAP’s site.

JIEM PHASE II

Phase II of the project, which focuses on the Sheriff’s Office, the Public Defender’s Office and on prison overcrowding, continued to move forward with the Lancaster and Allegheny JIEM Phase II Analysis meetings. These meetings were conducted during the last two weeks of June, with the Warren meetings scheduled for July 19 to the 21st. As with Phase I of the JIEM Analysis and Data Exchange project, the county representatives continue to give of their valuable time for this project. A willingness to share their wealth of information and ideas remains invaluable to the success of these efforts.

Step Back & Look Forward

Or – How can we help?

We have been using this portion of the newsletter as an education brief into the terms and processes which are part of the analysis and the data exchange pilot. The architecture is cutting edge and the process modeling tools are relatively new. Thus, these discussions help all of us to understand and move forward together.

This month we would like to take the time to step back and list some of the many people involved, along with their roles in the project. These individuals have become part of the project at various stages: but, without their input and involvement, we would not be able to look forward to the reachable goal of county justice information exchange.

Counties

County Justice Integration Steering Committee: Provides overall direction and multiple means of support for the justice integration initiatives

Subject Matter Experts (SME): Representatives from the following Pilot County Offices: District Attorney, Adult Probation/Parole, Sheriff, Jail/Prison, Public Defender, and Clerk of Courts; as well as the AOPC, DA Association, JNET, and CCAP

CCAP:

Rita Reynolds, Director of Technology: Provides high-level administrative and technology oversight

Rebecca Woods, Grants Administrator

Margaret Davis, JHUB – CJIEP Project Manager

Mark Proper, Technology Specialist for CCAP county integration initiatives

PCCD:

Dave Woolfenden, PA County Integration Architect

We are all very excited about the progress of the project. Please let us know if there is anything we can do for you.

Contacts:
Rita Reynolds: Dir. Of Technology; reynold@pacounties.org
Margaret Davis: Project Manager; mdavis@pacounties.org
Mark Proper: Technical Specialist; mproper@pacounties.org

Input:

If there is any information you would like to share or would like to see in the newsletter, please contact Margaret.